THE BENEFITS OF CUSTOMIZED DNA DIRECTED NUTRITION TO BALANCE THE BRAIN REWARD CIRCUITRY AND REDUCE ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS

DNA Customization of nutraceutical products is here. In the truest sense, “Gene Guided Precision Nutrition™” and KB220 variants (a complex mixture of amino-acids, trace metals, and herbals) are the pioneers and standard-bearers for a state of the art DNA customization. Findings by both, Kenneth Blum, Ph.D. and Ernest Noble, Ph.D. concerning the role of genes in shaping cravings and pleasure-seeking, opened the doors to comprehension of how genetics control our actions and effect our mental and physical health. Moreover, technology that is related to KB220 variants in order to reduce or eradicate excessive cravings by influencing gene expression is a cornerstone in the pioneering of the practical applications of nutrigenomics. Continuing discoveries have been an important catalyst for the evolution, expansion, and scientific recognition of the significance of nutrigenomics and its remarkable contributions to human health. Neuro-Nutrigenomics is now a very important field of scientific investigation that offers great promise to improving the human condition. In the forefront is the development of the Genetic Addiction Risk Score (GARS™), which unlike 23andMe, has predictive value for the severity of drug and alcohol abuse as well as other non-substance related addictive behaviors. While customization of neuronutrients has not yet been commercialized, there is emerging evidence that in the future, the concept will be developed and could have a significant impact in addiction medicine.
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ABSTRACT

HIGHLIGHTS

Precision Medicine in terms of not only genetic testing for a predisposition of Reward Deficiency (Hypodopaminergic) risk for all addictive behaviors, but for identification of specific SNPs and the potential of DNA customization is now plausible. The field of Nutrigenomics is emerging and will be most beneficial in the treatment and prevention of aberrant seeking behavior with the promise of curtailing the global epidemic of unwanted addictions.
INTRODUCTION

We are currently in a genomics era that promotes future medical advancements, particularly in the field of psychiatry. The comprehension of DNA and polymorphic associations with the brain reward circuitry has paved an innovative way in how we approach and think of addictive behaviors. As authors the basis of this article presents, a review of both neurogenetics and nutrigenomics related to addiction medicine. The goal is to provide the foundations of more accurate genetic diagnoses and the use of Dopamine agonist therapy (pro-dopamine regulation) to balance dopaminergic activation. As a result of several experiments on the nature of addiction, we are proposing a novel approach, challenging the recovery field to utilize such tools, and introduce them into inpatient/outpatient treatment programs in addiction clinics. The following are significant tools in changing the recovery landscape: The Genetic Addiction Risk Score (GARS™) for Reward Deficiency Syndrome (RDS) diagnoses; the Comprehensive Analysis Of Reported Drugs (CARD™) to establish agreement and abstinence during treatment; natural Dopamine agonistic therapy (KB220™); and ultimately, mRNA (patent pending) to resolve pre- and post-candidate gene expressions in Reward Deficiency Syndrome (RDS). Therefore, the proposal of this paradigm shift is appropriately named: “Reward Deficiency Solutions System (RDSS™)” [1].

Have you ever wondered why so many Americans and individuals across the globe are falling victim to the chain of addictive behaviors and becoming part of the worst epidemic in the history of the world?

The answer is, in part, both genetic and environmental (epigenetic). Recently, researchers found that epigenetic effects on the chromatin structure of our DNA are a legacy that passes on from generation to generation.

Scientists such as Stephen Hawkins suggest that we are made up of self–assembled molecules generated over 14 billion years. More interesting, is that, we as Homo sapiens, differ in our DNA by only 0.5% [2]. Recent evidence shows that each human has an average of 60 new mutations when compared to their parents. Even more remarkable, is that the human brain contains billions of neurons working in concert to provide us the gift of “well-being”: free of mental disease and stress. The number of neurons in the brain varies dramatically from species to species. One estimate (published in 2012) puts the human brain at about 85 billion neurons and approximately 85 trillion synapses. It turns out that 20% of our entire body’s energy is budgeted to keep our brain working normally. The differences between individual humans are 4.25 billion neurons and 4.25 trillion synapses that make us unique.

This known difference affects the 7.4 billion humans that roam earth, working and living together to achieve some degree of productivity and happiness. However, as the world turns, 21st century humans are faced daily with reminders of terrorism and horrific diseases that arise because these genetic and epigenetic differences lead to fatalities, not just from cancer, but from mental impairments that influence billions of neurons and trillions of synapses. This molecular rearrangement of our genome makes each of us unique. For example, how dopamine functions in our reward system may also be unique. One example, among other gene variations involved in brain reward, is that genetic differences account for the presence of Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), a subtype of Reward Deficiency Syndrome (RDS), in approximately 8-12 % of children in the United States and 4% of adults worldwide [3]. You may also be surprised to know that, at birth, an estimated 100,000 million people in the United States carry a gene form (allele) of just one genetic variation that involves brain dopamine D2 receptors. It is known that carriers of the allele DRD2 Taq A1 have 30-40% lower D2 receptors in the brain [4]. So what does this mean regarding our romance with getting high - “turning on” and “turning off” with potent psychoactive drugs (e.g., alcohol, cocaine, and opiates) and resultant addiction and fatalities seen in children?

In 1990, the first association of a variant (A1) on the dopamine D2 receptor gene (DRD2) and severe alcoholism was discovered and published by Blum et al. in JAMA. Later experiments showed that individuals who carry this variant have 30-40 % lower dopamine receptors than DRD2 A2 carriers [4]. Simply, being born with this single gene variation (DRD2 A1 form) known to cause low dopamine D2 receptors, sets an individual up to have a high addiction risk (vulnerability) to any substance or behavior that stimulates the neuronal release of dopamine. In fact, in 1996, Blum’s laboratory used a mathematical model (Bayesian Theorem) to predict that an individual born with the A1 allele (variant) has a 74.4% risk of developing a RDS behavior: addiction [5]. Individuals with this allele will have an initial acute response to using a psychoactive drug or experiencing pathological gambling, or whatever behavior stimulates enough neuronal dopamine for them to feel normal, possibly for the first time. Unfortunately, chronic consumption/experiences lead to epigenetic changes that further reduce dopamine receptor numbers, and a stronger need to abuse can lead to unwanted uncontrollable behaviors, and even narcotic overdose followed by death.
How were the genes involved in reward found? The chemical messengers (neurotransmitters) in the brain are like keys that turn on various functions of genes. The neurotransmitters that participate in evoking pleasurable feelings in the reward circuitry, work in a cascading fashion throughout the brain. These interactions (Brain Reward Cascade) may be viewed as activities of subsystems within a greater system, occurring simultaneously or in sequence, merging in cascade fashion toward a particular effect [6]. The goal is the generation of feelings of well being by the eventual release of just the right amount of dopamine at the reward site. In this scenario, there are at least seven major neurotransmitters and their pathways that are involved: serotonin, cannabis, endorphin (enkphalin), GABA, glutamine, acetylcholine, and dopamine. There are thousands of published studies about these reward genes and pathways that influence the function of these named neurotransmitters [7]. This research involved the identification of gene (DNA) variations or alleles that individuals are born with and epigenetic (environmental RNA) changes that may alter the healthy, intended function of DNA.

Dysfunctional DNA is due to what is referred to as single nucleotide polymorphisms, frequently called SNPs (pronounced “snips”). SNPs are the most frequent kind of genetic variation among individuals. Each SNP signifies a variance in a single DNA building block, or nucleotide. For example, a SNP may substitute the nucleotide cytosine (C) with the nucleotide thymine (T) in a specific strand of DNA. SNPs typically occur throughout one’s DNA. They occur once in every 300 nucleotides on average, which translates to approximately 10 million SNPs in the entire human genome [8]. Usually, these variations can be located in the DNA between genes. They can behave as biological markers, assisting scientists to find genes that are linked to disease. When SNPs occur within a gene or near a gene (in a regulatory region), they alter the gene’s function. If these SNPs are found in the Brain Reward Cascade’s [BRC] set of genes [6], the neurotransmission will be dysfunctional, resulting in a loss of dopamine regulation or balance (homeostasis). Too little dopamine will, at birth, predispose individuals to “want” or “like” psychoactive drugs or even, behaviors like hypersexuality and gambling. Compromised DNA with risk variations (alleles) can predispose them to become victim to the chain of addictive behaviors [9].

Following 25 years of extensive research from many scientists worldwide, a panel of ten reward gene risk variants called the Genetic Addiction Risk Score (GARS) has been developed. In unpublished work, when GARS was compared to Addiction Severity Index (ASI) used in many clinical settings, it was found to significantly predict the severity of both alcohol and drug dependency [10].

In support of early testing for addiction and other RDS subtypes, parents caught up in today’s horrific demographic of 127 people, both young and old, dying from opiate/opioid overdose every day in America, need help. Families in the past would have never guessed that their loved ones would die or could be in real danger due to opiate addiction. Author Bill Moyers published an article in Parade Magazine, where he reported that as he traveled around the United States, he found too many children with ADHD, and that many of those children had subsequent issues like substance abuse. He emphatically called for better ways to identify these children and treat them with approaches other than addictive pharmaceuticals.

When the GARS test becomes available and is approved by the FDA, especially for parents to test their children, and without such approval for clinicians to test their patients, the field will be able to assess the vulnerability of patient chemical dependency and more importantly, assess their children of RDS behaviors like addiction, ADHD, and autism spectrum disorders. The common thread across all these risk gene variants is that they lead to a low dopamine (hypodopaminergic) function or deficit. There are arguments against testing, such as the fear of labeling and knowing the risk. The real issue or challenge, however, is what can be done if risk alleles are found? It is understandable that when there is one gene–one disease (OGOD) involved such as in Huntington’s disease, when treatment is unavailable, and prevention remains a problem, why even know the risk? [11].

Have we found a safe non-addictive solution that will provide the brain with a means to balance the neurotransmitters involved in the BRC, culminating in true dopamine homeostasis? In spite of variant genes and epigenetic, environmental insults, holistic approaches like mindfulness, exercise, spirituality, and particularly, amino acid therapy (KB220 formulations), have been shown to reduce relapse and increase brain dopamine homeostasis [12]. We are suggesting that not only should clinicians in the near future be able to genetically test our children for unwanted reward gene risk variants that predispose them to dopamine deficiency and the lack of reward and risk for drug and non-drug addiction, but also possibly even prevent RDS behaviors. It is possible that genetic risk for substance abuse and other RDS behaviors can be identified by the GARS test and explain why some individuals are vulnerable and others not. With continued research, genetic and epigenetic dopamine deficiencies can be treated, relapse reduced, and addicts can free themselves from the clutches of powerful addictive behaviors and bring balance and happiness to their lives. This laudable goal requires intensive research.
There are hundreds of mutations and several thousand permutations and combinations of these mutations which results in for example, diabetes is often remembered and treated for the ‘raise in blood glucose level’ beyond certain arbitrary values accepted by one or the other professional bodies. Raise in blood sugar is in fact only one of the several ‘signs’ of DMT2. This is the way we manage most of the diseases in ‘modern medicine’ with certain notable exceptions, for example the use of antibiotics against certain infections. Another notable example from this decade is the use of ‘imatinib’ an example of a designer drug used in the treatment multiple cancers, most notably Philadelphia chromosome-positive (Ph+ ) chronic myelogenous leukaemia. This is a drug we humans designed against a disease with an insight into the molecular pathology with certain degree of precision. Certainly there is strong evidence that alcohol causes cancer at seven sites in the body and probably others. Current estimates suggest that alcohol-attributable cancers at these sites make up 5.8% of all cancer deaths world-wide.

DNA CUSTOMIZATION IS A REALITY

The advent of DNA customization breaks through the traditional paradigm of a “one size fits all” dietary supplementation (and even drug therapy) and can present a promising new, more accurate and beneficial paradigm of nutrition. Individuals will in the near future, receive supplementation of nutraceutical products that are more precise for the customized to meet their unique, genetically determined needs. No more trial-and-error guesswork is necessary. It is possible that this new standard provides nutritional supplements that offer significantly greater value to the individual, than the conventional “one size fits all” formulations.

The introduction of DNA customized technology represents a fundamental change in dietary supplementation. As history demonstrates, in addition to availing hope and opportunity, change can also be met with skepticism, doubt, and even resistance. For various reasons, many refuse to change the status quo, especially those with a heavily vested interest in conventional dogma. On the contrary, there are others, who seeing the possibilities, want to partake in the new paradigm and market inferior versions of the technology. They offer the promise of DNA customization with woefully inadequate technology capabilities and tools. They claim personal care through genetics, while not measuring genotypes.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

The field of science, out of which DNA customization has emerged, is called Nutrigenomics. Nutrigenomics is the study of the relationships between nutrition, the response of genes, and their combined effects on overall health and behavior [13]. However, not all nutrigenomic technologies are the same. To better evaluate the benefit and significance of DNA customization, a few questions need to be explored and answered:

- What is the importance and value of DNA Customized Nutrition (Why use it)?
- What exactly is DNA Customized Nutrition?
- What criteria need to be satisfied for DNA Customized Nutrition to be worthwhile?

WHAT IS THE IMPORTANCE AND VALUE OF DNA CUSTOMIZED NUTRITION (WHY USE IT)?

As mentioned above, while we all have basic similarities that may appear to make us pretty much the same, or at least make us need the same things in general, the fact is that there are many distinct differences within humans that can alter individual basic needs. Some of our most obvious differences include: gender; age; race; body types; body sizes; tastes and appetites; physical and mental capabilities and activities; talents and skills; eye and hair colour; blood types; etc. Other less obvious differences can influence our bodies and behaviors just as profoundly. Some of these differences include, among others, variations in:

- Metabolic processes (the ability to produce and regulate energy)
- Ability to tolerate stress
- Emotions
- Behaviors
- Lifestyle (i.e., food, drink and activity choices)
- Immune system

The wide range of variations in these differences creates a variety of differences in our individual nutritional needs. These differences result from genetic differences: that is, polymorphisms in genotypes and their gene expressions. An example of this is that alcohol affects Asians and Native Americans quite...
differently than Caucasians, and that the alcohol dehydrogenase gene polymorphism has predictive value in alcohol addiction [14]. Genotypes represent specific gene variants. An individual is not and does NOT have only one genotype, but a vast number of genotypes. In order to effectively utilize DNA customized formulations, it is necessary to know the many genotypes of an individual across multiple biological and metabolic pathways.

In the earliest years of dietary supplementation, vitamin and mineral preparations were based on the lowest common denominator – what minimum amount of nutrients seemed to best address the most basic and common needs of the ‘masses.’ Many supplement companies followed the RDA guidelines to meet the basement of biological necessity. The inadequacies of that minimalist model from those early days through to the present day became obvious. This realization has led to elementary types of ‘category customization’ to address the different nutritional needs caused by those factors cited above, like gender, age, athletics, blood type, etc. Even with this elementary type of customization, a relative ‘sameness’ of formulas is still maintained within those groups (e.g., all women get the same type of women’s formula, etc.).

While addressing some ‘general’ differences within the categories, these conventional formulas were, and still are, “one size fits all” (i.e., young women need more iron and young men need more zinc, etc.). “One size fits all” formulas do not meet an individual’s specific needs, and can inadvertently create some nutritional imbalances.

Furthermore, the flaws and inadequacies of common lifestyles combined with “one size fits all” supplement formulas did not, and still do not, curb the epidemic increase in a wide range of chronic physical and mental disorders like cardiovascular disease, hypertension, osteoporosis, diabetes, obesity, inflammatory disorders, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s (and all of the neurodegenerative disorders), depression, conduct disorders, ADHD, OCD, and the current opiate/opioid epidemic. Importantly, certain groups of people were, and are, more prone (predisposed) to suffer a higher incidence and severity of certain types of conditions. Examples include: Caucasian and Asian women being more prone to osteoporosis; and Black people being prone to more severe cardiovascular disease (CVD), diabetes, and obesity. There is also evidence of high risk of the DRD2 as a susceptibility gene with heroin dependence in Chinese patients and the same gene polymorphism was associated with low risk of heroin dependence in Germans [15]. This fact is further punctuated by the enormous quantity and range of pharmaceutical drugs created to address these disorders in different ways, and the plethora of adverse side effects that can occur due to differences in how patients react to the drugs. Attempts to find natural remedies to address these ill health conditions gave rise to an ever-increasing selection of the “one size fits all” ‘condition-specific’ dietary supplement formulas as well.

The patient’s obsession with finding better ways to improve their health has resulted in a meteoric rise in the quantity and range of dietary choices and alternatives, especially in dietary supplements. This fact is punctuated by the availability of a mind-numbing array of dietary supplements from which to choose the “one that’s best for me”: clear evidence of an in-born desire for customization. The search for the best supplement to achieve a health objective (i.e., weight loss or increased athletic performance) or address an ill health condition (i.e., lower cholesterol, resolve digestive disorders, and address depression, etc.) is almost endless.

The issue is that we are inclined to pay attention to ‘what worked for someone else’ and then, think that product will therefore work for me. Moreover, sometimes the product effect backfires, promoting negative results or reactions confirming evidence that we have genetic differences. Nevertheless, even dietary supplement companies try to get in on the popular trends and formulate products very similar to popular selling versions on the market, perpetuating the “one size fits all” and “works one way” formula fads. Innovation seems to be confined to the next best miracle fruit extract or the like.

With the discovery of DNA, and the advent of the human genome project, an entirely new dimension of opportunity for nutritional customization was born in the field of nutrigenomics. An important fact must now be highlighted: “one size” does not fit all for your clothes or your health needs. Another important factor crucial to the success of a DNA customized nutraceutical product, as previously mentioned, is whether the genes being targeted for nutraceutical customization are the most appropriate to provide the greatest benefit? In fact, DNA customization eliminates the trial and error guesswork of finding the best formulation for the individual, ensuring the greatest and most sustainable benefit. This is easily said than done, but remains a laudable goal for the future of generable medicine and in this context, addiction medicine. Blum’s group has already published on this possibility with regard to KB220 variants in obesity [16-18].
WHAT EXACTLY IS A DNA CUSTOMIZED NUTRACEUTICAL?

DNA analysis and nutraceutical customization is a real possibility following additional required research. The following is an overview of the nutrigenomic DNA customization process:

1. Find the right science-based ingredients that influence therapeutically important pathways - a crucial factor.
2. a. Existing research must validate the dose-dependent mechanisms of action (MOA) and beneficial effects of those ingredients.
3. Determine if, and by how much, those ingredients influence gene expression.
   a. Dose-dependent results are reviewed to establish the baseline dose needed to achieve beneficial gene expression effects in a reasonable portion of the population.
   b. Research is then either conducted, or if available, reviewed to determine a range of dose-dependent gene expression results.
4. Dose-dependent gene expression results are then compared to results in the MOA and efficacy research.
5. Ingredients selected through this process become “DNA Qualified” and are used in DNA customized formulations.
6. Research is then reviewed to determine which genotypes exhibit the kind of gene expressions noted in the gene expression studies.
7. Algorithms are then established for DNA customized dose-dependent applications for each DNA qualified ingredient based on the genotypes for each pathway.
8. Then research is reviewed or conducted on select populations of genotype-qualified candidates to confirm, and/or better define and catalogue the efficacy parameters.
9. Once this process is completed, genuine DNA qualified ingredients can be customized for the gene polymorphisms of an individual.
10. Specific genes of an individual are analyzed, via analysis of a buccal swab.
11. Genotypes for crucial pathways are determined and ingredient potencies adjusted to accommodate gene expression variations of the individual.
12. Risk alleles of a number of important physiological pathways are selected on the basis of a common thread (i.e., hypodopaminergic trait/state). Each risk allele must have been associated with a particular risk compared to controls in many published studies.

WHAT CRITERIA NEED TO BE SATISFIED FOR DNA CUSTOMIZED NUTRITION TO BE WORTHWHILE?

"Any one part of your body cannot be well, unless you care for the whole body." – Plato, Classical Greek Philosopher

It is clearly beneficial to address foundational health factors that affect the whole body in conjunction with other more focused targets (synergistic symbiosis). For example, to address weight loss without first considering genetic factors and the controlling involvement of the brain is a formula for failure, repeatedly demonstrated with conventional methods. The shortcoming of most conventional therapeutic tactics, even nutraceutical ones, is that they rely solely on narrow, compartmentalized, and/or downstream symptomatic targets [19]. Some examples of these types of benefit targets include:

- Anti-inflammatory
- Appetite suppression
- Blocking carbohydrate absorption
- Blocking fat absorption
- Diuretics
- Stimulants
- Calming and Soothing
- Libido enhancement
- Cholesterol lowering
- Blood sugar lowering
- Exercise and nutritional needs-

Conventional nutraceutical formulations that address these types of ‘benefit’ targets, routinely do not address the gene expression-based mechanisms of underlying ‘upstream’ causes, promoting their
‘downstream’ conditions. They are generally targeted at mechanisms of action that achieve superficial and/or temporary symptomatic relief at best. One very important model in terms of Precision Medicine has been developed by Body/Sync genetic testing. Developed by genetic scientists, genomic nutritionists and fitness professionals, Body/Sync model and test has been designed to help people better understand and manage their genetic nutrition and fitness goals targeting well-researched genes.

There could be many ‘causes’ for a supposed malady and its symptoms. For instance, a depressed individual might try taking St. John’s Wort [20] to feel better (trial and error). Importantly, there are many causes and types of depression. What works for one cause and type, might not work for another, or even make other types worse. Knowing the genotypes of genes in certain pathways in the brain would enable a DNA customized formula to promote healthy brain function and reduce guesswork.

Another example of this premise is the use of fat blockers to reduce fat calorie absorption and promote ‘weight’ loss. The fact is that, in the end, calorie blocking and deprivation work against the body’s genetic survival instructions. The initial effect could be to reduce fat calorie absorption, resulting in some initial weight loss. But such deprivation tactics create a survival crisis, triggering a genetically mandated protection response. The long-term result of this effect is to lower the basal metabolic rate (rate of calorie burning), increase fat storage, and increase cravings and food consumption to ensure survival, which promotes greater weight re-gain (also known as the ‘Yo-Yo’ rebound weight gain) [21].

Many conventional nutraceutical products, especially condition-specific formulas, target symptomatic relief. In contrast, by exerting a nutraceutical influence on gene expressions, in terms of precision medicine, DNA customized nutraceutical products must address the whole body, and importantly, the brain’s control of all bodily functions (neuro-nutrigenomics). The result corrects the effects of specific gene variants (polymorphisms), normalizing target tissue function. Moreover, DNA customized formulas should be symbiotic, improving the overall health and function of the body in a synergistic manner, and satisfying the criteria required to provide effective and sustainable outcomes. Those criteria are:

Criteria 1
The biological effect should be “body friendly” (i.e., biologically and immunologically compatible).
DNA customized nutrition is satisfying a need of the body. Therefore, the body should not have to protect, reject, or retaliate against the effects the formula’s ingredients have on the body. For example, pharmaceutical drugs, stimulants, fat blockers, and/or mega-dose nutrient overloading (pharmacologic-like) effects, including all stimulants, suppressants, and calorie deprivation tactics, could fight against what has been termed “body friendly” [22].

Criteria 2
Gene polymorphisms identified and targeted for nutrigenomic effects need to exert a significant influence on the origin of a problem and the source of the targeted outcome. In simple terms, get to the genetic source. For example, in contrast to single-effect stimulants and/or calorie deprivation tactics, weight loss needs to be the result of correcting bio-system inadequacies. At least 5 major pathways need to be simultaneously addressed:

- Energy metabolism (production and regulation)
- Reward and craving management in the brain
- Neuro-endocrine management
- Stress management
- Immune system function

Criteria 3
The nutraceutical benefit should not only correct the target tissue structure and/or function, it should make a significant contribution to overall health.
In terms of developing DNA customized nutrient specific formulae for treatment, and possible prevention of Reward Deficiency Syndrome (RDS) [23] and all substance and non-substance seeking addictive behaviors, it is the entire ingredient base that works in concert through, for example, balancing the Brain Reward Cascade (BRC) that will provide an effect on the overall health of an individual.

Criteria 4
The beneficial effects should be obvious, different, transformational, and sustainable for most of the patients.
In-vitro studies can simulate a powerful mechanism of action in cell cultures. However, when human studies are conducted on the same product to find a specific benefit, like blocking fat absorption to induce weight loss, the outcomes are usually skewed across a range of benefits. The results could look like:

- 30% of the people received strong benefits (also a possible placebo-effect)
- 30% received minor benefits
15% received no benefits
15% actually experienced reverse effects (i.e., increased weight gain)

According to a conventional perspective, this outcome would still be considered positive and have significant medical value. However, in this example, these results suggest that as much as 70% of the patients will experience some level of disappointment. This is the primary reason that many people stop taking a weight loss product within 3 to 6 months. This also does not consider the “Yo-Yo” rebound weight gain effect (the failure effect), which appears to happen in at least 95% of the cases with time. The need for precision medicine will come of age, especially when genetic testing could provide meaningful results and medical benefits.

CONVENTIONAL METHODS DO NOT COMPLY WITH ALL OF THE 4 IMPORTANT CRITERIA

First, conventional methods may not be “body friendly”
In many cases, products impose a reduced fat and calorie intake (blocking) on the body. The initial effect could be weight loss (especially, in the 30% of people). However, the long-term effect will be the result of the body’s attempt to protect itself from the ‘famine’ as cited in the “Thrifty Gene Hypothesis” [24] that has been created. This effect might be significantly greater in certain individuals in the 70% group. The body will ultimately try to protect against reduced nutrient absorption with increased fat storage, a natural survival mechanism.

Second, ‘fat-blocking’ methods do not address multiple metabolic or genetic causes of the problem.
Just blocking fat absorption is not addressing the many other issues related to obesity, whereby many genes and subsequent polymorphisms play important roles in the induction of aberrant cravings [25], enhancing brown fat synthesis [26], other addictions [27], and inducing metabolic anomalies [28].

Third, conventional methods do not make a significant contribution to overall health.
It is indisputable that weight loss is associated with many health benefits. However, owing to the facts cited in first two criteria, and to the fact that absorption of very important lipids (i.e., Omega 3’s) and fat soluble vitamins (i.e., vitamins A, D, E, and K) are being blocked, the long-term effect will be reduced health that is further amplified by “Yo-Yo” rebound weight gain.

Fourth, conventional methods do not provide obvious, different, and positive transformational effects that are sustainable for most of patients.
We must keep in mind that most dietary supplement research, especially for weight loss products, evaluates results over an 8-12 week period. This is a very short-term window in a long-term process. Considering the reality of the weight gain rebound effect, this is an inadequate time to evaluate more telling long-term effects. In fact, history reveals that conventional weight loss programs, almost without fail, have failed. If the products work at all, conventional calorie deprivation weight loss tactics (including fat blockers), without exception, provide results for only a temporary period. Ultimately, conventional methods, result in the dreaded weight re-gain. Given this, and due to the facts cited in the first three criteria, for the vast majority of people, the results are not obvious, not different from other similar-type products, not transformational, and not sustainable.

A major reason that human research results are skewed is due to the wide variation in genetic factors. Identifying these factors enables the use of the right therapeutic modalities in the appropriate amounts to achieve the greatest benefits in the most people for the longest time. When done correctly, the incredible value of DNA customization will be indisputable.

GENETIC TESTING: FACTS OR FICTION

While some physicians may think that by using 23andMe genomic testing, they could adequately determine a person’s risk for RDS behaviors, they are mistaken. In the first place, the FDA did not allow 23andMe to provide any interpretive data to an individual related to medical health issues and in fact, threatened removal of a misleading test. Secondly, there are a number of SNPs that can influence addictive behaviors that are not obtained in the 23andMe test. In fact, there is not one study published on the 23andMe test concerning accuracy as revealed in PubMed (07-19-16). The following information will help inform the medical community about genetic testing cautions in general.

In terms of molecular genetic testing, there are three types that are of current interest. These include: Pharmacogenetics (primarily evaluating metabolizing enzymes for high and low metabolizers with, for example, opiates); Genetic Addiction Risk Score (to determine, through a panel of reward gene polymorphisms, stratification risk or vulnerability to all RDS behaviors including pain tolerance); and
Pharmacogenomics (personalized addiction medicine based on genotyping an individual and targeting specific gene loci).

**Pharmacogenetic Testing**

Various alleles in the P450 system are currently utilized in pain medicine clinics to evaluate metabolic concerns to help identify high and low metabolizers. For the most part, this has not translated to significant clinical utility, but may have some relevance in terms of buprenorphine/naloxone treatments. When used in conjunction with GARS, the alleles could provide valuable information [29].

**GENETIC ADDICTION RISK SCORE**

**Genetic Addiction Risk Score**

It is now known that in terms of nature (genes) and nurture (environment) and behavioral outcome in *Homo sapiens*, the contribution is 50% genes and 50% epigenetics. Thus, molecular genetics or DNA testing is very important, especially linking aberrant behaviors to any individual.

Blum's laboratory proposed that any disturbance along the brain reward cascade due to either gene variations (polymorphisms) or environment (epigenetics) will result in aberrant addictive behaviors or RDS. In spite of a global search to uncover specific or candidate genes, or even clusters of genes characterized from high-density SNP arrays, it is well known that many attempts have not replicated or have been inconclusive. However, Palmer et al. [30] recently showed that between 25–36% of the variance in the generalized vulnerability to substance dependence is attributable to common single nucleotide polymorphisms. Moreover, the additive effect of common single nucleotide polymorphisms is shared across principal indicators of comorbid drug problems. Furthermore, as a result of these studies, more recent evidence has revealed that specific candidate gene variants account for risk prediction.

Adopting a Bayesian approach, earlier studies from Blum's laboratory [5] determined a Positive Predictive Value (PPV) for the DRD2 A1 variant (low number of D2 receptors) of 74%, indicating that if a child is born with this polymorphism, they have a very high risk of becoming addicted to either drugs, food, or aberrant behaviors at some point in their lives [31]. Over the many years to come since the 1990 finding on the DRD2 gene association of the *Tag A1* allele and severe alcoholism [32], laboratories all across the globe including NIDA and NIAAA not only confirmed this early work [33], but also extended the magnitude of many other candidate genes, especially genes and second messengers located in the reward circuitry of the brain [1].

An example includes: Moeller et al. [34] suggested that drug cues contribute to relapse, and their neurogenetic results have identified the DAT1R 9R allele as a vulnerability allele for relapse, especially during early abstinence (e.g., detoxification). The DAT1R 9R allele influences the fast acting transport of dopamine, sequestered from the synapse, leading to a hypodopaminergic trait.

It is important to be cautious to accept such genetic testing that uncovers reward circuitry gene polymorphisms, particularly those linked to dopaminergic pathways as well as opioid receptor(s) as a method of obtaining better treatment results. Comprehending the relationship between the reward circuitry's participation in buprenorphine outcomes and its corresponding genotypes deliver an innovative model to enhance a patient's clinical experience and improvements throughout opioid replacement therapy [35]. In fact, Blum's group's genetic risk score represents a panel of known reward genes and associated risk polymorphisms providing genetic risk for addiction and other behaviors, including medical monitoring and clinical outcome response [35].

**Pharmacogenomics - Customized Addiction Medicine**

As mentioned earlier, along these lines and in conjunction with one of us (KB), and Gerald Kozlowski, developed the “Brain Reward Cascade” (BRC) [6]. This concept served as a blue print for how neurotransmitters interact in the reward system of the brain. In addition, it has been firmly established that respective reward genes that regulate these chemical messengers ultimately control the amount of dopamine released into not only the reward site, but also other regions of the brain.

Moreover, it is well established that resting state functional connectivity integrity is important for normal homeostatic functioning. Zhang et al. [36] recently showed that in heroin addicts, there is reduced connectivity between the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) and the rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC), as well as reduced connectivity between the subcallosal anterior cingulate cortex (sACC) and the dACC. Their findings of variations of functional connectivity in the three sub-regions of the ACC in heroin addicts implied that these sub-regions of the ACC, together with other key brain areas (i.e., dorsal striatum, putamen, orbital frontal cortex, dorsal striatum, cerebellum, amygdala, etc.), potentially play important roles in heroin addiction. Most recently, Blum's laboratory, along with Zhang's group [37], in abstinence...
heroin addicts that KB220Z™, a complex putative dopamine D2 agonist, was shown to induce an increase in blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) activation in the caudate-accumbens-dopaminergic pathways when compared to a placebo following one-hour of acute administration. Furthermore, KB220Z™ also reduced resting state activity in the putamen of abstinent heroin addicts. In the second phase of this pilot study, of all ten abstinent heroin-dependent subjects, three brain regions of interest (ROIs) were observed to be appreciably triggered from resting state by KB220Z™ when compared to the placebo group (P < 0.05).

Augmented functional connectivity was observed in a putative system that was comprised of the dorsal anterior cingulate, medial frontal gyrus, nucleus accumbens, posterior cingulate, occipital cortical regions, and cerebellum. In utilizing DNA-based testing, there is a successful development of polymorphic gene testing, which enables customized (personalized) anti-obesity compounds. This serves as the basis of futuristic personalized addiction medicine utilizing GARS.

**Fiction**

While there is a plethora of very positive experiments involving thousands of studies for many candidate gene associations with all RDS behaviors including pain, there are also negative results [38-41]. Currently, a number of companies have entered the genetic testing arena in the addiction and pain industrial space claiming “personalized care.” However, we believe these companies have not exhibited proper scientific research in these arenas. These issues include exaggerated claims such as using Blum’s original work [5, 42], stating that their genetic test is 74% predictive. This is indeed false because they use one gene (DRD2) to back their claim and commercialize a full panel of other candidate genes and have never carried out any outcome studies with their panel. Additionally, they make other false claims suggesting that patient’s results are compared to population controls. Review of their “disease free” controls reveal significant flaws, especially in light of not controlling for a remarkable list of RDS behaviors [43]. They would have to utilize what has been termed “Super-Controls.” Simply stated, population controls may carry many invisible RDS behaviors that must be identified, so that the control group is RDS-free. Otherwise, utilization will lead to spurious and false results [44].

Another issue is that these companies have selected genes that may be involved in risky behavior, but they do not utilize the correct variant in their tests or use very rare variants that do not truly prove addiction risk. Specifically, Mayer and Höllt [45] correctly proposed that the “vast number of non-coding, intronic or promoter polymorphisms in the opioid receptors may influence addictive behavior, but these polymorphisms are far less studied, and their physiological significance remains to be demonstrated.” Most importantly, these companies have never performed research to show whether or not their genetic full panel test significantly predicts anything, let alone addiction risk or any associated behaviors.

**Facts**

Though we, the authors, may have a particular bias due to several years of work dedicated to cultivate a precise genetic test to forecast accurate liability/risk for RDS and its related behaviors, we will try to elucidate the reasons why our present laboratory testing site has successfully developed the first Genetic Addiction Risk Score (GARS™) in conjunction with the Institute of Behavioral Genetics, at the University of Colorado, Boulder.

To develop GARS™, we first selected ten reward candidate genes (DRD1, 2, 3, 4; DAT1; serotonin transporter; COMT; MAO; GABA; Mu opiate receptor) and several SNPs and point mutations that affect the net discharge of dopamine at the brain reward site. The variants or SNPs, incorporating point mutations, were selected to reveal a hypodopaminergic trait. In considering validation, we joined the creators of the Addiction Severity Index-Media Version (ASI-MV), a test required in 18 states, for both alcohol and drug severity risk scores [45].

In unpublished work, we contacted eight very diverse treatment centers across the United States, resulting in a total of 393 subjects that were genotyped using the selected GARS™ panel. All data was genotyped and statistically analyzed at the Institute for Behavioral Genetics (IBG) at the University of Colorado, Boulder. We discovered a noteworthy relationship between a summed score of all GARS panel risk alleles (variant types) and both the ASI-MV alcohol (p<0.004) and drug (P<0.05) severity indices in a total of 273 subjects. We did find that age was an important variable for both alcohol and drug severity.

In fact, we found that the greater the quantity (number) of risk alleles, the greater the likelihood of alcohol or drug use severity. It was also observed that family difficulties, psychological concerns, and medicalization, suggestively correlated. One critical caveat was that if we altered any particular SNP, the significance was absent. This indicates how vital the selected GARS™ panel is, and any deviation will
produce false results that may occur with other commercial testing technology that have no research to validate their tests. It was also found that if we try weighting each allele by increasing its score power, we also lose significance, suggesting the importance of the clustering of genes implicated in the BRC, rather than any single gene polymorphism by itself.

**Benefits of GARS**

We found that a ten gene panel, driven by risk alleles for a hypodopaminergic state, consisting of 22 (mother & father) SNPs, was significantly associated with the level of ASI-MV alcohol and drug risk severity score and thus, has important clinical relevance and utility.

To our knowledge, this is the first and only correlation of a panel of genes with established polymorphisms that reflect the BRC [6] with the ASI–MV alcohol and drug risk severity score ever accomplished to date. While other studies are required to further confirm and extend the GARS test to include other genes and polymorphisms that associate with a hypodopaminergic trait, these results provide clinicians with a non-invasive genetic test.

Unlike “23andMe,” other than finding ancestral heritage, genomic testing such as GARS can be used to improve clinical interactions and decision-making with the following precise polymorphic associations:

- Attenuation of guilt and denial;
- Corroboration of family gene-o-grams;
- Risk severity-based decisions about appropriate, therapies including pain medications and risk for addiction liability;
- Appropriate level of care placement (i.e., inpatient, outpatient, intensive outpatient, residential);
- Length of stay in treatment;
- Genetic severity-based relapse and recovery liability and vulnerability;
- Pharmacogenetic medical monitoring for better clinical outcomes (i.e., the A1 allele of the DRD2 gene reduces the binding to delta receptors in the brain, reducing Naltrexone’s clinical effectiveness); and
- Medical necessity for insurance scrutiny.

**HAVE WE HATCHED DNA CUSTOMIZED NUTRITION?**

In consideration of these initial hypothesis generating studies, and a lack of research, we were determined to create a study that assessed the practice of DNA customization of a nutritional solution for both wellness and weight management. We have reviewed several study outcomes [16-18], whereby Blum’s laboratory genotyped 1,058 subjects, and these subjects were administered KB220Z [formerly LG9939, Recompose, Genotrim] (a complex Neuroadaptagen nutraceutical-dl-phenylalanine, chromium, l-tyrosine, and other select amino-acids and adaptogens) based on polymorphic outcomes. The resultant customized formulae involved a minimum of 175 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) covering 16 genes important to the BRC and most importantly, involved in “dopamine homeostasis.” In a small subset, simple t-tests relating various parameters before and 80 days on the nutraceutical were done.

The meaningful clinical results are the following: weight loss (p < 0.008); decrease in sugar craving (p < 0.008); appetite suppression (p < 0.004); decrease in snacking (p < 0.005); decrease in late night binging (p < 0.007); increased awareness of over-eating (p < 0.02); improved energy (p < 0.004); improvement of sleep quality (p < 0.02); and increase in happy emotions (p < 0.02). Polymorphic correlates were acquired for several genes (PPAR gamma 2, MTHFR, 5-HT2a, and DRD2 genes) with positive clinical factors tested in this study. Notably, of all the results and gene polymorphisms, only the DRD2 gene polymorphism (A1 allele) had a significant Pearson correlation with treatment days (r = 0.42, p = 0.045). This 2-fold increase is a significant genotype for treatment compliance [16,18].

Additionally, Blum’s team methodically assessed the effect of the polymorphisms of these five candidate genes as critical targets for the design of a DNA customized nutraceutical, KB220Z, to fight obesity with distinctive stress on body re-composition as measured by Body Mass Index (BMI) [17]. A total of 21 individuals were evaluated in a preliminary investigational study of KB220Z.

The investigation was grounded on the outcomes of buccal swab genotyping for every subject. An individualized customized nutraceutical formula was specified as a utility of measured gene polymorphisms of the five gene candidates evaluated. At the start of the investigation, and every two weeks successively, every subject completed an adapted Blum-Downs OPAQuE Scale™ (Overweight Patient Assessment Questionnaire). The alleles involved were the DRD2 A1; MTHFR C 677T; 5HT2a 1438G/A; PPAR-yProl2Ala; and Leptin Ob1875 < 208bp. Pre- and post-hoc analyses discovered a
significant difference between the initial BMI and the BMI following an average of 41 days (28–70 d) of KB220Z ingestion in the 21 subjects. The pre-BMI was 31.2 (weight/HT2) as compared to the post-BMI of 30.4 (weight/HT2) with a significance value of P < 0.034 (one tailed). Comparably, the pre-weight in pounds (lb) was 183.52 as compared to the post-weight of 179 lb with a significance value of P < (0.047). They also observed trends in the decrease of late night snacking, carbohydrate craving, stress, and waist circumference. Furthermore, in the 41-day time frame, they observed a trend in weight loss, whereby 71.4% of the subjects lost weight. Therefore, 15 out of 21 subjects lost weight with a z score of 2.4 and a significance value of P < (0.02). In this particular group, 53% lost an average of over 2.5% of their initial weight.

Further preliminary findings demanding additional experiments, using a Path Analysis (non-customized KB220Z), also discovered significant links to anti-obesity related behaviors. In a one-year cross-sectional open trial study of 24 unscreened subjects using an oral KB220Z variant, the following beneficial outcomes occurred: decreased stress; sleep improvement; increased energy; universal well-being; decreased cravings (sugar/carbohydrates); enhancement in mental focus/memory; enhancement in blood sugar levels; decreased food intake; decreased waist circumference; weight loss; decreased blood pressure; enhanced exercise performance; decreased drug seeking; decreased hyperactivity; and decreased cholesterol levels [46].

GENETIC TESTING FOR CUSTOMIZATION

We hereby suggest that the outcome of using this natural dopaminergic stimulating (potentially DNA customized) method over time should lead to neuronal DA discharge at the NAc, potentiating an abundance of D2 receptors [47]. We are confident since earlier outcomes using KB220Z, in terms of neuroimaging and qEEG studies [37, 48,49], presented both improved resting state functional connectivity in abstinent heroin addicts and control of extensive theta activity in the cingulate gyrus of abstinent psychostimulant abusers, similarly to the effects as seen in alcoholics.

Additional evidence in humans is derivative of anti-craving effects as seen in several peer-reviewed published clinical trials, involving randomized double blind placebo-controlled studies [12]. In fact, animal gene therapy utilizing cDNA vectors of the DRD2 gene implanted into the NAc results in decreased alcohol and cocaine craving behavior [50-53].

We, the authors, are aware that dopaminergic activation in the long run, rather than blocking dopamine [54], should be used to treat not only alcohol, cocaine, and nicotine cravings, but also glucose cravings and other known behavioral addictions (e.g. gambling [55], hypersexuality [56], etc.). Thus, the coupling of genetic antecedents, such as the GARS and nutrition, may be a very viable alternative approach for the treatment of all RDS behaviors.

Further research from Blum’s laboratory designed a hypothetical modeling study, in which they sought to assess health and economic consequences of a nutrigenomic product for weight loss. Blum’s team [57] assembled a nutrigenomic economic model by relating (1) published study data correlated with the value of a product and/or ingredients; (2) confirmed clinical evaluations that have been previously linked to health economic data; and (3) data including condition frequency and inclusive cost of illness. In this hypothetical model, we validate that a DNA customized nutraceutical positively decreases the cost of illness at the macroeconomic and microeconomic level based upon cost efficiency and cost-benefit analyses. From this suggested model, they have predicted the significant prognostic health economic consequences of a nutrigenomic intervention to establish a hypothetical model of nutrigenomic economics as it relates to obesity.

CONCLUSION

Numerous replications amounting to 15 variant formulae, permitted Blum’s team [16-18] to utilize polymorphic targets of a number of reward genes (Serotonergic, Opioidergic, GABAergic, and Dopaminergic) to customize KB220 [Neuroadaptogen-amino-acid therapy (NAAT)] by specific algorithms. To reiterate, identifying over 1,000 obese subjects in the Netherlands, a subsequent small subset was administered various KB220 formulae, tailored according to personal DNA polymorphisms personalized, that decoded to substantial reduction in both Body Mass Index (BMI) and weight (lb).

Recently, Blum’s laboratory alongside Brett Haberstick, Andrew Smolen and others, have created an unpublished panel of genes called the “Genetic Addiction Risk Score” (GARS™). When they chose 10 genes with suitable variants, a statistically significant connection between the ASI-Media Version alcohol and drug severity scores and GARS was discovered. This particular observation was seen in 273 patients...
appearing at seven distinct treatment centers. This significant link could possibly set the stage for initial clinical identification of susceptibility, and associate personalized medicine as a nutrigenomic key for all RDS behaviors.

Most notably, as mentioned earlier, Blum et al. [37] reported that a well-researched variant of KB220Z, in abstinent heroin addicts, remarkably increased resting state functional connectivity. It was observed that this enhanced activation of resting state functional connectivity was observed in a putative network that included the dorsal anterior cingulate, medial frontal gyrus, nucleus accumbens, posterior cingulate, occipital cortical areas, and cerebellum.

In further unpublished rat studies performed at the University of Florida, Febo, Blum, and others, found that KB220Z considerably stimulates, above placebo, seed ROIs, comprising the left nucleus accumbens, cingulate gyrus, anterior thalamic nuclei, hippocampus, pre-limbic, and infra-limbic loci. This response induced by KB220Z demonstrates significant functional connectivity, increased brain volume recruitment, and enhanced dopaminergic functionality across the brain reward circuitry. This robust, yet, selective response implies clinical relevance.

Finally, we, the authors, are now paused to propose a Reward Deficiency System Solution™ that promotes early identification and stratification of risk alleles by utilizing GARS, allowing for customized nutrigenomic targeting of these risk alleles by altering neuronutrient amino–acid therapy ingredients as an algorithmic function of carrying these polymorphic DNA SNPs. By doing so, following required research, this novel approach could potentially yield the first ever nutrigenomic solution for addiction and pain and other RDS addictive behaviors [Figure 1]. This introduces the long-awaited innovative era of genomic addiction medicine [59].
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